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More than just instructors, we at EduVenturous
Academy are future success catalysts. To
provide kids with the skills they need for the
modern world, our team is committed to
fostering an environment where education is an
adventurous journey.
In our ideal future, education will provide a
thorough grounding for a technologically and
creatively oriented society, rather than merely
imparting knowledge. Beyond coding, we
emphasise soft skills that are critical to both
career and personal sustainability.

Start Your Adventurous Journey with Us!

https://eduventurous.com/


"TRANSFORM YOUR CHILD'S POTENTIAL
WITH EDUVENTUROUS ACADEMY, WHERE
CODING BRINGS OUT UNIQUE STRENGTHS
IN A SUPPORTIVE AND INCLUSIVE SPACE."

1. Structured Learning:
 Comfortable, organized coding classes
tailored for all types of learners.
2. Problem-Solving Skills:
 Coding challenges stimulate critical thinking
and enhance problem-solving skills.
3. Creative Expression:
 Coding as a canvas for creative expression
through graphics and animations.
4. Focused Engagement:
  Absorbing coding activities aligned with
individual passions for sustained attention.
5. Social Interaction:
 Collaborative coding projects foster
teamwork and social skills in a supportive
setting.
6. Tangible Achievement:
 Coding projects boost confidence and
provide a sense of accomplishment.

7. Consistent Feedback:
 Immediate and consistent feedback in
coding environments for predictability.
8. Career Skills:
 Early exposure to coding imparts skills
aligned with future technology careers.
9. Digital Citizenship:
  Teaching responsible digital citizenship and
essential online skills for safe internet
practices.
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Join us for a journey that 
celebrates every brilliant mind!

https://eduventurous.com/


EduVenturous
Academy
Where Education Becomes
an Adventurous Journey

EduVenturous Academy's basic programming
courses emphasize foundational coding. These
two courses, "Pre-Coding" and "Scratch Junior,"
cater to children new to fundamental coding
concepts, offering an introduction to
programming principles.

BASIC COURSES

As students graduate from the foundational
programming courses, they transition to the
Intermediate Programming series. This stage
delves into advanced block-based programming
across three comprehensive levels, featuring
engaging platforms like Scratch, micro:bit, and
App Inventor.

INTERMEDIATE COURSES

Crafted for teenagers, our Advanced
Programming Courses encompass Python,
web design, game development, and beyond.
This thorough series, meticulously designed
for triumph in the dynamic tech realm,
features three modules for profound expertise.

ADVANCED COURSES

EduVenturous Academy provides
personalized online coding programs
for kids and teenagers, spanning
from foundational to advanced
stages. Beginning with essential
concepts, participants advance
through intermediate to advanced
subjects, readying them for coding
careers or furthur education.

Our Program

www.eduventurus.com

200 USD PER MONTH

235 USD PER MONTH

280 USD PER MONTH

https://eduventurous.com/


"Everyone in this country
should learn how to program
because it teaches you how to
think” 

STEVE JOBS

Our Vision
We envision a future where education
is not just about knowledge but a
comprehensive preparation for a world
driven by technology and creativity.
Our focus extends beyond coding,
emphasizing essential soft skills that
are vital for personal and professional
sustainability.

Explore your coding level with a free
session! Click 'Book a Session,' choose your
time, and fill out a form. Our team will guide
you and recommend courses tailored to
your skills. Embark on your coding
adventure at EduVenturous Academy.

Free Placement
Session
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Hurry Adventurers! 
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